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VISUAL ARTS

Lines that Define

Mel Dare and Olga Cironis

Paper Mountain

REVIEW LAETITIA WILSON

This year Paper Mountain art gallery celebrates it fifth anniversary as one of the few artist-run
initiatives to support a diversity of contemporary art practice.

Its exhibition program is broad in showcasing the artwork of established artists, recently hatched
creatives and those in between, in all manner of art media.

Some exhibitions work in the gallery space better than others. Lines that Define, with sculpture by Olga
Cironis and painting by Mel Dare, is a current example. The artists devised this exhibition together and
the works coalesce and contrast in various ways.

There is a starkness of colour and richness of subject matter that unites them. Cironis crafts figurative
and surreal pieces, whereas Dare leans closer to abstraction and both are inspired by memory, identity
and personal heritage, each with connections to Czechoslovakia.

A line of small sculptural assemblages by Cironis occupies the centre of the room. They are found
porcelain and concrete ornaments of human figures that Cironis has collected over many years. The
porcelain figures are sandblasted and altered by various means to tie into not only personal, but also
cultural, historical and mythological narratives.
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The most notable additions are feathers, whose rich brown tones and softness add an element of
surrealism to the kitsch impersonality of the ornaments. On a couple of ornaments, the feathers are
clumped together where the face would usually be, then fluffed about the base of a female figure to
create a nest and wedged onto the chest of a male figure.

The figurines themselves refer to Classical Greek mythology, the trend of its tacky appropriation in
garden ornaments and the dilution of meaning associated with such forms, through becoming consumer
goods — like the Mona Lisa on tea towels.

The aggressive addition of feathers signals a flight and escape from the heaviness of conformity to past
identity. Cironis strips their identity even further to create new meanings. She not only adorns them
with excessive plumage but also carves cavities in the chest and face of a couple of the figures,
desecrating them to reveal their hollow interiors.

Together the artists started with the question ʻhow long is a piece of string’ and while Cironis questions
the fabric of culture and identity and strips away at the former glory of ornaments, Dare builds worlds
of string on canvas, binding white onto black.

As Dare states, “String connects, ravels, weaves, binds and repairs. It produces fabric. It shelters one
from the cold, the heat, from the environment. It becomes a filter, a protection, a barrier. The fabric of
culture and of identity — what makes up self and community”.

In Bound in Privilege, a white line comes down from the top of a canvas to form a tangled ball of string.
In The Absence of Response, scratchy lines emerge from blackness. In Impulse, a dense network, like a
topographical map or a rhizome system of roots edges across the surface of the canvas.

Such spatial and linear fields and patterns appear to be about the cosmos, the growth of lichen, cellular
clusters, the movement of reeds under water, or the play of light, yet they are equally about internal
worlds of thought, memory, emotion and identity.

They are about Dare’s background and specifically childhood memories of her grandmothers compelling
her to knit while her Tom boy self desired to climb trees.

The works of Dare and Cironis come together by generously communicating more than originally meets
the eye.

They each mark a significant point in the practice of two, local and dynamic established artists.

Lines that Define ends on Sunday.
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